Beyond the Golden Triangle
15 days with ‘Traveleyes’
Our Welcomer, Judy Large, has just returned from one of her ‘enjoyable challenges’
again. This time to India with ‘Traveleyes’, paying her way, while acting as ‘eyes’
for unsighted and partially sighted fellow travellers.
Judy has kindly agreed to share her excitement and experience with us.
Every picture will tell a story like the few below to whet your appetite. Judy has
many more stories and pictures to share.

4th April 2017 with Judy Large commencing 11am

Here is an overview of the trip ….
India’s spectacular Golden Triangle comprises New Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. This programme
also gave the opportunity to discover the delights of other areas such as Udaipur, Bundi and
Deogarh, with a safari in Ranthambhore to track elusive tigers. This ultimate tour of North
India also included plentiful helpings of delicious Indian food and stays in some palatial
heritage hotels.
The highlights include…

☯
☯
☯

The Bangla Sahib Sikh temple and the Gandhi Museum in Delhi.

☯
☯

Bundi Fort and a walk round the Bundi night markets.

☯
☯

The rural town of Deogarh and a night in its impressive Mahal (Palace).

Agra, including visits to the iconic Taj Mahal, to the ‘Baby Taj’ and to Agra Fort.
Game drives in Ranthambhore National Park - this is where Judy saw this tiger close up. A rare
and privileged experience.
Exploration of the colossal Chittorgarh Fort, en route to Udaipur, a romantic city of lakes and
marble palaces.
Jaipur - the Birla Temple, the Amber Fort and the City Palace
- before returning to Delhi for the flight home and a rest!

OUR AIM

♦ We aim to provide friendship, help, information and support, and a range of complementary therapies for our visitors.
♦ We aspire to be inclusive of those who may be living with cancer or who are in remission, whatever your beliefs.
♦ We also welcome family, friends and carers who are supporting you, as we recognise that they too may need support.

